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Abstract

This thesis presents research on methods for calculating the mutual cou-
pling between antennas. The mutual coupling between antennas is a measure
of the amount of energy transmitted from one antenna that is received by
another, and is a key parameter when installing antennas on platforms, such
as aircraft. To avoid interference between systems connected to the antennas,
the mutual coupling should be as low as possible. The risk for interference
can be minimized in several ways; by designing the systems to be resistant
to interference or to install the antennas in a way that makes the coupling
between antennas low. This thesis focuses on the latter.

Electromagnetic problems, such as finding the mutual coupling between
antennas, can be calculated in simulations using commercial software. On
large platforms, simulations become very computationally intensive. This
thesis examines ways to efficiently calculate the mutual coupling between
antennas on large platforms. The intention has been to develop methods that
can be used in practical situations.

One possible way to increase efficiency is to use appropriate approxima-
tions that simplify calculations. Two approximations have been evaluated;
approximate wave propagation model and equivalent representations of an-
tennas. Both of these approximations have the potential to reduced compu-
tation times, but suffer from the fact that the size of the errors introduced is
not predictable. This contributes to an uncertainty in estimating the coupling
between antennas that make them less interesting to use in applications.

The reaction theorem, that describes the coupling as an interaction of
electromagnetic field, has been very useful in this work. Two novel formula-
tions of the theorem have been derived that decompose fields into scattered
components. It is shown that some of the components do not affect the reac-
tion. The reaction theory and the derived formulations has been used in two
applications.

The first application shows practical possibilities to calculate mutual imped-
ance between two antennas installed on a common platform. It is also shown
how the reaction theorem can be used to visualize coupling paths, which show
how the coupling between the antennas is spatially distributed.

The second application of the reaction theorem suggests an effective method
for antenna placement on platforms that minimize the mutual impedance be-
tween antennas. The method enables field data to be reused, which signifi-
cantly reduces the calculation time.

Both suggested applications post-process electromagnetic field data. The
field data can be determined with commercial software.

The main results in this thesis are described in five articles and conference
contributions that are or will be published in international scientific journals
or at international conferences.
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Sammanfattning

Denna avhandling behandlar metoder för att beräkna ömsesidig koppling
mellan antennar. Den ömsesidiga kopplingen beskriver hur mycket av den
energi som sänds ut i en av antennerna som tas upp av den andra antennen
och är ett viktigt mätetal vid installation av antenner på plattformar, såsom
flygplan. För att undvika störningar mellan de system som ansluts till anten-
nerna så bör kopplingen vara så låg som möjligt. Risken för störning påverkas
av både de system som ansluts till antennerna och utbredningsvägen mellan
antennerna. Denna avhandling fokuserar på det senare.

Elektromagnetiska problem, t ex koppling mellan antenner, löses stan-
dardmässigt genom simuleringar med kommersiella programvaror. Simulering-
arna blir dock mycket beräkningsintensiva för stora plattformar. Avhandling
undersöker sätt att effektivt beräkna kopplingen. Syftet med arbetet har varit
att ta fram metoder som kan användas i praktiska situationer.

En möjlig effektivisering är att införa approximationer som bidrar till att
förenkla beräkningarna. Två typer av approximationer har undersökts, dels
förenklade vågutbredningsmodeller och dels ekvivalenta representationer av
antenner. Båda dessa approximationer har potential att ge minskade beräk-
ningstider men lider av att storleken på felen som introduceras inte är predik-
terbara. Detta bidrar till en osäkerhet vid uppskattning av kopplingen mellan
antenner som gör dem mindre intressanta att använda i tillämpningar.

Reaktionsteoremet, som beskriver hur kopplingen förmedlas via elektro-
magnetiska fält, har visat sig mycket användbart i detta arbete. För att kunna
tillämpa det så har två nya formuleringar av teoremet härletts. Formulering-
arna delar upp genererade fält i dess spridda komponenter och visar att vissa
komponenter inte påverkar reaktionen. Reaktionsteoremet och de härledda
formuleringarna används i två tillämpningar.

Den första tillämpningen visar på praktiska möjligheter att beräkna öm-
sesidiga impedansen mellan antenner på en gemensam plattform. Det visas
även på en metod för att visualisera kopplingsvägar, något som ger viktig
information om hur kopplingen mellan antennerna är spatialt fördelad.

Den andra tillämpningen som använder reaktionsteoremet föreslår en ef-
fektiv metod för att placera antenner på en plattform så att den ömsesidiga
impedansen mellan antennerna minimeras. Metoden används som ett efterbe-
handlingssteg där indata är fältvärden beräknade med kommersiell mjukvara.
Metoden möjliggör att beräknade fältdata kan återanvändas vilket signifikant
minskar beräkningstiden.

De huvudsakliga resultaten från avhandlingen är samlade i totalt fem
artiklar och konferensbidrag som har eller ska publiceras i internationella
vetenskapliga tidskrifter eller på konferenser.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is within the field of electromagnetic theory. Even though electromag-
netic theory is only a small branch in physics, the topic of the thesis focuses on one
very specific measure within electromagnetic theory, namely the mutual coupling
between antennas. People not working with this specifically have probably not even
considered that such a measure is important. But in some fields of engineering, it
really is important, which motivates the research.

The following sections in this chapter give an introduction to the scientific field
in general and describe the problem that is studied.

1.1 Electromagnetic Theory

Electromagnetic theory is a well-established field of research. The foundation was
formed in the 1800s, with important contributions by e.g. Ampère1, Faraday2, and
Hertz3. Maxwell4 had the honour to give the name for the set of coupled partial
differential equations that unified electricity and magnetism. Maxwell’s equations
[22, 54, 9],

∇×E = −∂B

∂t
(1.1)

∇×H = ∂D

∂t
+ J (1.2)

∇ · D = ρ (1.3)
∇ · B = 0 (1.4)

relate the electric E and magnetic H fields, the electric displacement D and mag-
netic flux density B, to the electric current J and the electric charge density ρ.

1André-Marie Ampère (1775–1836), French physicist and mathematician.
2Michael Faraday (1791–1867), English scientist.
3Heinrich Rudolf Hertz (1857–1894), German physicist.
4James Clerk Maxwell (1831–1879), Scottish scientist.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The electric current J is charges in motion, described by the continuity equation
[54],

∇ · J = −∂ρ
∂t
. (1.5)

The four vector fields E,H,D,B in Maxwell’s equations represent a total of
twelve unknown in three-dimensions. Despite the deceptive simplicity of Maxwell’s
equations, they completely describe electromagnetic wave propagation.

Electromagnetic (EM) scattering problems are rarely possible to solve analyti-
cally. There are a few canonical shapes for which analytic solutions can be found.
One case that can be solved analytically is the scattering of a plane wave on a sphere,
which is described by Mie-series5, see Fig. 1.1(a). Compared to the scattering on
a sphere, a realistic scattering problem, see Fig. 1.1(b), is far more complicated. It
usually contains complicated shapes, different material and fine details.

Figure 1.1: Electromagnetic scattering problems; (a) The magnetic field from a
plane wave scattered on a perfectly conducting sphere in free space, and (b) a
realistic fighter aircraft (image courtesy, Ric at GrabCAD Community).

1.2 Computational Electromagnetics

Electromagnetic problems that cannot be solved analytically can instead be at-
tacked with numerical methods in simulations. This is the reason for the large
interest in simulations within the EM community.

Computational Electromagnetics (CEM) is a comparably young research field,
active since 1970’s. The development of CEM methods and simulation software is
driven by the fact that simulations are usually cheaper and faster than prototyping
[46]. Over the last few years, simulations have shown an increasing agreement with
measurements [18, 57, 58].

5Named after Gustav A. Mie (1868 – 1957), German physicist.
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There are general purpose numerical methods available in commercial software
that can be used for many types of EM problems. These methods, that calculate a
solution to Maxwell’s equations with a given excitation (such as a circuit current, or
a plane wave excitation), are usually referred to as full-wave methods. The opposite,
approximate methods, such as asymptotic methods, use a simplified propagation
model. The most commonly full-wave used methods in CEM are finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) [55, 48], method of moments (MoM) [20] and finite element
method (FEM) [46]. A good introduction to CEM is [62], with emphasize on FDTD.
The number of numerical methods in CEM is steadily increasing, with specialized
versions of established algorithms, see e.g. [21, 52, 10, 50, 41, 38, 38, 61, 34, 30, 51].

Particularly challenging problems to simulate are complex antennas installed on
electrically large platforms. This combination is common in e.g. antenna placement
studies on aircraft [35]. The challenge is two-fold; both memory requirements and
simulation time tend to grow when the electrical size increases. The electrical size
of the model determines the number of unknown field quantities that the discretized
model contains. A lot of complex details, such as antennas, also add to the number
of unknowns.

To be able to determine the fields in an EM problem, the model has to be
discretized in a certain number of points. Maxwell’s equations (1.1)–(1.4), with
their twelve unknowns, are applied in each discrete point. In electromagnetics, the
relevant size is often the electrical size, which is the size of the model in terms
of wavelengths. The number of points needed depend on the electrical size of the
model, since each wavelength has to be resolved with a certain number of points.
For a fixed model, the number of unknowns scales with the electrical size of the
model. The number of unknowns determines both the memory required (all un-
knowns have to be stored in the memory) and the computational time. An example
of how the electrical size affect the memory requirement is shown in Fig. 1.2. Three
different well established CEM methods [46, 55, 11], MoM, finite integration tech-
nique (FIT) , and multi-level fast multi-pole algorithm (MLFMA), are compared.
The discretization differs between the methods which makes direct comparisons be-
tween the methods slightly unfair. However, the slopes of the curves clearly indicate
different asymptotic behaviour of the methods for large models.

The amount of available memory limits the size of problems that can be solved.
Again, referring to Fig. 1.2, a problem with electrical size of 400λ can be solved
with MLFMA on a computer with about 75 gigabytes (75 · 109 bytes) of memory.
For a modest frequency of f = 10 GHz, where one wavelength is λ = 30 mm, 400λ
corresponds to a physical length of 12 m. Similar values on memory requirements
are reported in [6].

As often in engineering problems, there is a trade-off between accuracy and
computational cost; the longer computational time that is acceptable, the more
accurate the results will be, and vice versa. If we can accept large errors in the
output, the computational time is usually shorter. The area of fast CEM is an active
field of research with numerous methods proposed and books written entirely on
the subject, see e.g. [11]. Up to present date, nobody have found the holy grail
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Figure 1.2: Amount of memory allocated in gigabytes during a full-wave simulation
of an aircraft of electrical length L/λ for MoM, FIT and MLFMA.

that combines high accuracy and low resource requirements.

1.3 Electromagnetic Compatibility

A system is said to be electromagnetically compatible (EMC) with its environment
if it satisfies three criteria [40]:

1. It does not cause interference with other systems.

2. It is not susceptible to emissions from other systems.

3. It does not cause interference with itself.

As indicated by the list above, EMC concerns with three parts; generation,
transmission, and reception. As a consequence, EMC problems can be decomposed
into three related parts [40], according to Fig. 1.3. The transmitter determine
how much of an (interfering) electromagnetic signal that is generated, the coupling
path determine how much of the signal that reaches the receiver and the receiver
determine how much of that signal that is received.

The decomposition in Fig. 1.3 suggests that there are three ways to prevent
interference:

1. Suppress the transmitted signal at the source.
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Figure 1.3: Decomposition of an EMC problem.

2. Make the coupling path less effective so that the signal that reaches the re-
ceiver is weaker.

3. Make the receiving antenna less sensitive for the interfering signal.

The first and third ways to suppress interference mainly concerns the design
of products or components. This thesis focuses on the second of these three, i.e.
the coupling path between the antennas. The coupling path depends on e.g. the
structure surrounding the antennas (connected to the products or components) and
the placement of the antennas on the carrying platform [35].

The coupling path is measured as isolation or coupling between the antennas6.
These are key design parameter when integrating radio systems on vehicles. A
high mutual coupling, due to e.g. unfavourable antenna placement, can severely
degrade system performance [24, 25], and imply costly modifications late in the
design process.

The mutual coupling can vary significantly for small changes in antenna po-
sitions. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.4(a) where the mutual impedance7 between a
fixed antenna and a variable position of a second antenna is depicted. The antennas
are installed on a simplified PEC platform consisting of two walls on a plate, as
depicted in Fig. 1.4(b). For a more complicated platform, the mutual impedance
pattern will be even more unpredictable than in Fig. 1.4(a). The mutual impedance
is, in general, also frequency dependent.

The most efficient way to assure EMC is to take it into account already when the
antennas are integrated on the platform (or, if possible, even when the platform
is designed) [35]. EMC problems that are not identified until the system with
antennas are built and verified in measurements will cost much more to correct,
compared to if the EMC problem was identified in early simulations of the system.
This motivates the research for calculating mutual coupling on large platforms.
Earlier results within this field are e.g. [14, 25, 59, 63, 65, 66]. Other interesting
resources on mutual coupling or isolation are [3, 24].

6The isolation is the inverse of the mutual coupling. Generally, we search for a large isolation
and a small mutual coupling in EMC problems.

7Mutual impedance and mutual coupling are related, see Sec. 2.4.
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Figure 1.4: (a) Magnitude of mutual impedance between a fixed antenna (An-
tenna 1) and different positions of a second antenna installed on (b) a simple plat-
form of size 20λ× 10λ× 5λ.

1.4 Aim of Research

The research has been fully sponsored by Saab, which has had a large influence on
the topic of this thesis. The aim of the research has been to calculate the mutual
coupling between antennas installed on a platform more efficiently than with the
full-wave methods today available in commercial CEM software.

There is an clearly stated interest from Saab to be able to use the results from
this research in engineering work, which implies that the research will be applied
rather than fundamental.

Antenna placement on platforms must take several, sometimes conflicting, re-
quirements into account; considering the far-field radiation pattern, all antennas
would be placed free from shadowing objects. However, requirements on mutual
coupling between antennas, that assures EMC, require certain separation between
antennas. There can also be environmental requirements to take into account. Even
though the process with placing antennas involves several criteria, this research is
limited to calculating mutual coupling between antennas.

The mutual coupling is a concern when designing systems with multiple anten-
nas, such as aircraft. Modern aircraft can have more than 50 separate antennas.
The more antennas, the higher is the number of potential cases of interference.

The combination of high output power systems with sensitive receiving systems
is a particularly challenging combination. This combination require that the mutual
coupling can be determined accurately down to very low power levels, since also a
low mutual coupling between the antennas can give energies that degrades the re-
ceiving system. Hence, a useful method must give accurate estimates of the mutual
coupling. Low accuracy, or more correct, lack of error-control, is often a weak-
ness with fast approximate methods. In [23], error-controlled numerical method
has been investigated, with additional examples in [51]. It would be preferred if
the methods suggested in this thesis would be error-controlled, or can make use of
error-controlled numerical methods.
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The growth in computational power makes it possible to solve larger and more
complicated EM problems today, that were not possible to solve only a few years
ago. Further, a prediction of the computational power available a few years into the
future will likely give us the resources needed to solve problems that we struggle
with today. With this reasoning, one can question the need for research in effective
methods; if development of more powerful hardware will continue, our problems
will eventually be solvable; it is only a question of waiting for sufficiently powerful
hardware. Despite the non-attractiveness in this passive approach, from a scientific
point of view, research on effective methods can also be motivated for other reasons.
No matter how powerful computational resources are, it will often be of interest to
simulate more frequencies, an even larger model, or to include more details in the
model (or just an urge to get the results quicker). All this puts extra demand on
the computational resources, and we cannot trust that the development of compu-
tational power will account for all of this. Therefore, research in effective methods
is a good complement to the development of computational power.

1.5 Summary of Publications

A short summary of the included papers listed on page ix follows. Of the five
included papers, Papers III–V are most central in this thesis.

1.5.1 Paper I

This conference paper presents a numerical evaluation of two approximate methods,
non-singular transmission integral (NSTI) [19] and geometric theory of diffraction
(GTD) for cylinders [39], for determining the mutual coupling between antennas
on an aircraft.

The two methods evaluated have the potential to be more efficient than full-
wave simulations, especially GTD. However, neither of them gives a predictable
error, i.e. one cannot know in advance if the results will be accurate or not.

1.5.2 Paper II

Antennas are often complex to model in CEM software. On large platforms, a
complex antenna can lead to very high memory requirements and simulation times.
A way to cope with this problem is to use an equivalent representation of the
antenna that is more efficient to use in computation.

This journal article evaluates the accuracy of two equivalent representations
of sources. The two representations, far-field sources and near-field sources, are
installed on a simplified platform. The accuracy is evaluated in terms of induced
surface current on the platform and electric far-fields, compared to an accurate
reference solution.
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1.5.3 Paper III

The reaction theorem has been used in several publications recently to calculate
the mutual impedance, e.g. [60, 17, 32, 31]. In all cases, multiple scattering of the
electromagnetic fields is neglected. This is a necessary assumption for the reaction
theorem to be useful.

In this journal letter, a new formulation of the reaction theorem for scattered
fields is derived. Starting from the original formulation of the reaction theorem [45]
and using the Silver-Müller radiation condition it is show that only certain parts of
the scattered fields do contribute to the reaction. The result implies that if multiple
scattering is neglected when calculating the reaction (as in e.g. [60, 17, 31, 32]),
the error is smaller than the original reaction formulation indicate. Hence, the
approximation is more legitimate. The paper also derives a formulation of the
generalized reaction theorem [44] that is used in Paper V.

1.5.4 Paper IV

This journal letter uses the reaction theorem to calculate the mutual impedance
between two antennas. The integration surface for the reaction is extended to a
plane that separates the computation domain into two half-spaces, with one antenna
in each region. The paper also shows examples of using the integrand in the reaction
integral to visualize the propagation paths between antennas.

It is assumed that an antenna is to be installed on a platform. To find a good
position to install the antenna, a range of different positions can be evaluated.
Sometimes, we might be restricted to a small region so that the requirement for
e.g. the mutual coupling between the antenna to be installed and already installed
antennas cannot be meet. In that case, it is of interest to analyse the path where the
mutual coupling is carried. By illustrating how the reaction (or the mutual imped-
ance) is distributed on e.g. a plane between the antennas, we get an immediate
understanding of the coupling path between the antennas.

The visualization of the mutual coupling is a useful tool to understand the prop-
agation path between antennas, especially on complex platforms with high degree
of scattering. The suggested visualization method can use field data calculated
with any commercial CEM software.

1.5.5 Paper V

The paper addresses the problem of finding the optimal position for an antenna to
be installed on a platform. It is assumed that there is an existing antenna installed
on the platform, and the optimal criterion is that the mutual impedance between
that antenna and the antenna to be installed should be minimized.

Normally, one simulation has to be performed for each antenna position to be
evaluated. By reusing data from one single simulation, we have shown that the
simulation time for finding the antenna position with the lowest mutual impedance
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to an existing antenna can be significantly decreased. For the evaluated case, a
speed-up of 2 000 times is found, compared to running a full-wave simulation for
each potential antenna position. Memory requirements are not improved, since one
full-wave simulation of the platform is still needed.

The suggested method uses the formulation of the reaction theorem derived in
Paper III, to which electromagnetic fields are the input. The suggested method can
use field data calculated with any commercial CEM software.

1.6 Thesis Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows; a theoretical background of the
theories used in Chapter 2, followed by derived results in Chapter 3, starting with
a general discussion on how mutual antenna coupling calculations can be made more
efficient. Sec. 3.1–3.2 describe the results presented in Papers I–II. Sec. 3.3 derives
some important properties of the reaction and reaction theorem, whereas Sec. 3.4
outlines the results from Paper III. Sec. 3.5–3.6 describe the more applied results
presented in Papers IV–V. Chapter 4 conclude the results. Longer derivations are
found in Appendix A.

In the printed version of this thesis, the five included papers are attached after
the bibliography8.

8For copyright reasons, the papers are removed in the digital public version of the thesis.





Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

This chapter provides a necessary description of the known theories that the results
in the following chapter is based on.

When fields and currents are expressed in complex phasor form, the time conven-
tion E(r, t) = Re(E(r) e jωt) is used. The convention applies to all time-harmonic
quantities.

2.1 The Equivalence Principle

When analyzing EM problems, it is sometimes easier to analyze an equivalent
problem that yields the same fields within a particular region.

The field equivalence principle says that an actual source, e.g. an antenna,
can be replaced by an equivalent (fictitious) source. The equivalent source should
produce the same fields within a specific region as the original source.

The field equivalence principle was first formulated by Love1 in 1901 [33] and
proven by MacDonald2 in 1911. It was rediscovered and formulated more rigorously
by Schelkunoff3 in 1936. The field equivalence principle is covered in most textbooks
on electromagnetic fields or antenna theory, e.g. [2, 54]. Other useful sources for
alternative descriptions are e.g. [20], [43], or the original paper by Schelkunoff [47].

The equivalence principle relies heavily on the uniqueness theorem from math-
ematics, which states that a solution that satisfies a differential equation and the
boundary conditions4 is unique [54, 2]. In the original problem in Fig. 2.1(a), the
electric and magnetic fields satisfy Maxwell’s equations in the region V exterior to
the surface S. In the equivalent problem in Fig. 2.1(b), the original sources (e.g.
an antenna) enclosed by S have been removed. The removal of the sources changes
the fields in the enclosed volume V1. Surface currents has to be introduced to keep

1Augustus E. H. Love (1863 – 1940), British mathematician.
2Hector M. MacDonald (1865 – 1935), Scottish mathematician.
3Sergei A. Schelkunoff (1897 – 1992), Russian electromagnetic theorist.
4The boundary conditions include excitation currents.

11
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the fields outside S, i.e. in the volume V , unchanged as compared to the original
configuration. With the following electric JS and magnetic MS surface currents5

on the enclosing surface S,

JS(r) = n̂(r)×
(
H(r)−H1(r)

)
, r on S, (2.1)

MS(r) = −n̂(r)×
(
E(r)−E1(r)

)
, r on S, (2.2)

the correct fields E and H will be produced in the region V outside S. Note
that only the tangential components of the fields affect the equivalent currents in
(2.1)–(2.2).

S

V

V1

n̂

E,H

E,H

J M

S

V

V1
E1,H1

E,H

JS
MS

S

V

V1
E1 =0
H1 =0

E,H

JS
MS

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.1: The equivalence principle; (a) original problem with sources enclosed
by S, (b) general equivalent problem with arbitrary fields E1,H1 in V1, and (c)
Love’s equivalence principle with E1 = H1 = 0 in V1.

There are restrictions on the validity of the field equivalence. Most important,
there cannot be any reflections in the region outside V1. That is, the sources are
only guaranteed to be equivalent if radiating into an unbounded space [2]. Hence,
we must assume that the surrounding space is homogeneous.

The fields E1,H1 in the interior region V1 are arbitrary and do not have any
relation with the original fields in E,H in V1 [54]. For simplicity, we can choose
them to be zero, as in Fig. 2.1(c). The relations for the equivalent currents then
simplifies to,

JS(r) = n̂(r)×H(r), r on S, (2.3)
MS(r) = −n̂(r)×E(r), r on S. (2.4)

This choice, H1 = E1 = 0, is often referred to as Love’s equivalence principle [54].
With zero fields in V1, we are free to introduce material inside S [54]. Since the

fields are zero, the material will not change the fields. This is under the additional
assumption that no fields fall into the region V1 from sources outside S. An incoming
field would scatter on the structure inside V1, and changing the structure would
change the scattered field.

5Fictitious magnetic surface currents MS are introduced. Magnetic currents do not exist in
reality but are useful as equivalent sources. The fictitious magnetic source appear in Maxwell’s
equations as an extra term MS , so that ∇×E = − jωB −MS [54].
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2.2 Reciprocity

Reciprocity theorems are a family of related electromagnetic theorems, that describe
relations between sources and receivers. There are reciprocity theorems for both
circuits and electromagnetic fields.

The reaction, which is described in next section, is related to reciprocity. The
section about reaction builds on the theories in this section.

In most equations from physics, all quantities involved are understood to relate
to some common situation, as noted in [44]. For example, Newton’s second law
relates the force applied to an object to its mass and acceleration, where all quanti-
ties are understood to be from the same instance in time. The same applies for e.g.
Ohms law; the current, voltage, and impedance all relate to the same situation.

Reciprocal relations are exceptions, though, since they relate quantities from
different situations to each other in one relation. In reciprocity theorems for circuits,
the difference consists of only a switched place of a generator and a meter. We will
see that the difference is more significant for field relations.

2.2.1 Circuit Reciprocity Theorem

The most basic type of reciprocal relation is the circuit reciprocity. With the defi-
nitions of currents and voltages in Fig. 2.2, a reciprocity theorem can be formulated
as

V12I11 = V21I22. (2.5)

with the quantities defined in Fig. 2.2. This is a pure circuit reciprocal theorem.
The reciprocity theorem can also be formulated for circuit quantities in antenna
terminals [7].

2.2.2 Lorentz Reciprocity Theorem

The reciprocity theorem for electromagnetic fields was first formulated by Lorentz6.
We define two sets of sources, the electric and magnetic current sources J1, M1,
generating the fields E1, H1 and the electric and magnetic current sources J2,
M2 generating the fields E2, H2. Written in differential form, Lorentz reciprocity
theorem states a relation between the sources and the fields,

−∇ · (E1 ×H2 −E2 ×H1) =
= E1 · J2 + H2 ·M1 −E2 · J1 −H1 ·M2. (2.6)

The theorem is derived in Appendix A.1. Many other formulations can be derived
from (2.6). For example, by integrating (2.6) over all space and using the divergence

6Hendrik Lorentz (1853 – 1928), Dutch physicist.
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���
1

∼6I11
Circuit
network 1

2b
b6V21

1b
b6V12

Circuit
network 1

2

���∼ 6I22

Figure 2.2: The reciprocity theorem for circuits (2.5) relates circuit quantities in
Situation 1 (top) and Situation 2 (bottom). The circuit network must be passive,
linear, bilateral, and remain unchanged in the two situations.

theorem, we get the integral form of Lorentz Reciprocity Theorem,

−
∮
S

(
E1 ×H2 −E2 ×H1

)
· n̂ dS =

=
∫
V

(
E1 · J2 + H2 ·M1 −E2 · J1 −H1 ·M2

)
dV, (2.7)

where the surface S encloses the volume V and n̂ is the outward pointing surface
normal to the closed surface S.

2.3 Reaction and Reaction Theorems

The reaction concept was introduced by Rumsey7 in 1954 [45]. Loosely speaking,
the reaction is the electromagnetic fields that can be sensed by an antenna.8

The notation 〈1, 2〉 for the reaction between two sources, 1 and 2, was suggested
in [45] and has been used commonly since. The reaction 〈1, 2〉 is defined as

〈1, 2〉 =
∮
S1

(E1 ×H2 −E2 ×H1) · n̂1 dS, (2.8)

7Victor H. Rumsey (1919 – 2015), British electrical engineer.
8In [45], Rumsey argues that it is actually the reaction that can be observed with an antenna

or a calibrated probe, and not the electromagnetic field itself. Hence, the reaction should be
the fundamental quantity rather than the electromagnetic fields. Rumsey thereby disputes the
postulate of electromagnetic fields, since the fields cannot be directly observed in experiments.
Of course, Rumsey does not question the existence of electromagnetic fields, but rather use the
observability as an example to draw attention to the fundamental importance of the reaction.
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using the same notation as in Sec. 2.2. The unit vector n̂1 is the outward pointing
normal to the surfaces S1 that completely encloses Source 1. For completeness, we
write out also the reverse reaction 〈2, 1〉,

〈2, 1〉 =
∮
S2

(E2 ×H1 −E1 ×H2) · n̂2 dS, (2.9)

where n̂2 is the outward pointing unit normal to the surfaces S2 enclosing Source 2.
The reaction relations, written as in (2.8)–(2.9), are pure field formulations.

So far, the reaction does not provide any information. By noting that 〈1, 2〉, as
defined in (2.8), is identical to the (negative) left hand side in Lorentz reciprocity
theorem (2.7), we can get an idea of what the reaction is, namely a measure of
the interaction between two pair of sources (J1,M1) and (J2,M2) carried by their
corresponding fields.

Reaction theorems are general and powerful relations that are described in most
books on electromagnetic, e.g. [2]. The reaction theorem is applicable for any
antenna where voltage and current can be defined [44].

2.3.1 The Original Reaction Theorem
Rumsey [45] combined the pure circuit form of the reciprocity theorem (2.5) and
the pure field form definition of reaction (2.8) into a combined reaction relation,

V21 I22 = −
∮
S2

(E2 ×H1 −E1 ×H2) · n̂2 dS. (2.10)

The relation (2.10) describes the reaction on the circuit quantities V21, I22 from the
sources J1, M1, via the fields H1, E1 [45]. The environment where the relation
holds is depicted in Fig. 2.3. The electrical currents I11, I22 are measured on each
of the two antenna terminals. As noted by Rumsey [45], the reaction theorem is
valid also in anisotropic media.

2.3.2 The Generalized Reaction Theorem
The reaction theorem was further refined by Richmond9 to handle two different
environments in one combined relation [44],

V21 I
′
22 = −

∮
S2

(E′2 ×H1 −E1 ×H ′2) · n̂2 dS, (2.11)

where unprimed variables are from the original environment and primed vari-
ables are from the alternative environment. The two environments are depicted
in Fig. 2.4. The surface S2, and everything contained in it, must remain unchanged
in the two environments. Also, note that the terminal current I21 in antenna 2 is
assumed to be zero in the original environment, i.e. an open circuit.

9Jack Hubert Richmond (1922 – ).
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ε, µ

S2

n̂2

Antenna 1 Antenna 2

h∼ I11
bV21
I21 = 0

E1,H1

ε, µ

S2

n̂2

Antenna 1 Antenna 2

h∼ I22
bV12 E2,H2

Figure 2.3: The environment for the original reaction theorem (2.10). The quanti-
ties I11, E1, and H1 are measured as in the top figure, while the quantities I22, E2,
and H2 are measured with the current generator and the voltage meter shifted, as
in the bottom figure.

ε, µ

S2

n̂2

Antenna 1 Antenna 2

h∼ I11
bV21
I21 = 0

E1,H1

ε′, µ′

S2

n̂2

Antenna 2

h∼ I ′
22

E′
2,H

′
2

Figure 2.4: The two environments for the generalized reaction theorem (2.11); the
original environment (top) and the alternative environment (bottom).

The difference from (2.10) might seem subtle, but the introduction of a second
environment actually makes a big difference. We can choose whatever is most
suitable for our purpose; it can be vacuum, PEC, an inhomogeneous structure, or
even an extension of the antenna structure [44]. However, note that the media
inside S2 must be the same in the two environments. The reaction theorem (2.10)
can be considered to be a special case of (2.11), where the second environment is
chosen to be identical to the original environment.
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It is emphasized again that the region of the alternative environment that is
outside the surface S2 does not affect the result [44]. This is somewhat counter-
intuitive, but can be understood by connecting a fictive constant current generator
to Antenna 2. The driving current I ′22 can be controlled independently of the
environment outside S2, and, hence, the left-hand side in (2.11) is independent
of the environment outside S2. As a consequence, the right-hand side must also
remain unchanged. Even though the integrand in (2.11) contain quantities that
depend on the changed environment (E′2 and H ′2), the integral must not.

The general reaction theorem is derived in Appendix A.2.2.

2.3.3 Reaction and Mutual Impedance
The reaction is related to the mutual impedance between two antennas. The mutual
impedance Z21 between Source 1 and Source 2 is defined as [2]

Z21 = V21

I11

∣∣∣∣
I21=0

= − 〈2, 1〉
I11I22

(2.12)

where V21 is the voltage induced in Source 2 caused by the current I11 in Source 1.
Source 2 must be open-circuit, so that I21 = 0. The same notation as in Fig. 2.2
is used. By dividing the reaction (2.10) with the electrical currents on each of the
two antenna terminals (I11I22), we get the mutual impedance,

Z21 = −1
I11I22

∮
S2

(E2 ×H1 −E1 ×H2) · n̂2 dS, (2.13)

where I11 and I22 are the electrical currents on each of the two antenna terminals.
We can also apply the generalized reaction theorem by Richmond (2.11) to write

an expression for the mutual impedance. Recall the prime notation used in (2.11),
that says that a quantity (·) is measured in the original environment and a quantity
(·)′ is measured in the alternative environment. By dividing (2.11) with (I11I

′
22),

we get a relation between the mutual impedance Z21 and the field quantities [44],

Z21 = −1
I11I ′22

∮
S2

(E′2 ×H1 −E1 ×H ′2) · n̂2 dS, (2.14)

where I11 and I ′22 are the electrical currents on each of the two antenna terminals.
Similar expressions can be formulated by integrating over a surface S1 enclosing

antenna 1, resulting in an expression for the mutual impedance Z12.

2.4 Scattering Parameters

In a two-port network, the mutual impedances, Z12 and Z21, build up the off-
diagonal elements in the impedance matrix Z, that relates port currents I11, I22
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with port voltages V1, V2 [42, 54],[
V1
V2

]
=
[
Z11 Z12
Z21 Z22

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Z

[
I11
I22

]
. (2.15)

The diagonal elements Z11, Z22 in Z are the self-impedances [54]. Using (2.15), we
can write a relation between the input impedance Z1, the self-impedance Z11, and
the mutual impedance Z12 as [54],

Z1 = V1

I11
= Z11 + Z12

I22

I11
, (2.16)

and accordingly for the input impedance Z2. When port 2 has an open circuit, the
current I22 = 0 and the input impedance Z1 equals the self-impedance Z11.

For wave-guide fed antennas, it is more convenient to define the coupling be-
tween antennas in terms of scattering parameters instead of mutual impedances
[42]. Whereas the mutual impedance Zij relates the voltages and currents at the
ports, the scattering parameters Sij relates the voltage waves V + incident on the
ports to those reflected V − from the ports. The scattering matrix S relates V +

and V −. In a two-port network, the relation is [42],[
V −1
V −2

]
=
[
S11 S12
S21 S22

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

S

[
V +

1
V +

2

]
. (2.17)

The impedance matrix Z has the following simple relation to the scattering
matrix S [42],

S = (Z + Z0I)−1(Z− Z0I), (2.18)

where Z0 is a characteristic impedance of the system [42] and I is an identity matrix.
The following inverse relation can be easily derived,

Z = (Z0I + S)(Z0I− S)−1. (2.19)

2.5 Domain Decomposition

On large platforms, special techniques can be used to avoid limitations of plat-
form size from memory requirements. One such technique is domain decomposition
methods (DDM) [8, 15, 56]. DDM divides the computational domain into several
sub-domains and each of the sub-domains is solved independently. The solution
in the total domain is formed by coupling the sub-domains through specific inter-
face boundary conditions. The decomposition can reduce the original large prob-
lem to several smaller problems that decreases memory requirement. Since each
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sub-domain is solved separately, DDM is well suited to use in parallelization for
processing on parallel computers.

For electrically large problems, DDM can greatly reduce the memory require-
ment. However, it does not decrease the total computational time significantly [1].
The reason is that the iteration between sub-domains to arrive at the desired ac-
curacy takes time. The total computation time when using DDM might even be
longer compared to when using conventional methods without DDM [1].

DDM has been widely used, both in scientific and engineering applications, see
e.g. [41, 67, 27, 5, 4, 61, 16]. An overview of domain decomposition methods, with
references to different methods, is presented in [1] and in the older review article
[8].





Chapter 3

Designing Platforms with Installed
Antennas

This chapter gives an overview of the results that have been produced during the
work with this thesis.

When designing systems with multiple installed antennas, it is of importance
to place the antennas in an optimal way. There are often several requirements
that must be taken into account; for example how the far-field radiation pattern
should be and a maximum value of the mutual coupling between antennas. Before
computers were commonly used, the quantities of interest were determined from
measurements of scaled prototypes, but today they are more often calculated in
simulations [35].

However, antennas installed on large platforms are still challenging, especially at
high frequencies. The combination of a large platform and high frequency makes the
electrical size of the problem in terms of wavelength very computational demanding.

The scientific problem, as described more in detail in Sec. 1.4, is to efficiently
calculate the mutual coupling between antennas installed on a platform. With this
problem in mind, a number of possible ways to make simulations more efficient in
terms of computational time or memory needs has been investigated. Apart from
the purely numerical part, there are a number of possible ways to simplify an EM
problem and, hence, make it less computational intensive to solve. A preferred
approximation is the one that gives a major simplification of the problem but only
introduce small errors. For the problem in focus, to determine the mutual coupling
between antennas, the following approximations (somewhat overlapping) can be
applied to make the problem less computational costly.

Simplifications of the platform carrying the antennas For large and com-
plicated platforms, a straight-forward approximation is to simplify the plat-
form. It might be possible to remove some details in the simulation model
without deteriorating the accuracy of the results. A smaller and less detailed
platform will decrease the computational complexity.

21
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We must differ between what parts that are removed; small details far from
the antenna do usually not affect the result but decrease the complexity of the
problem. It might also be possible to remove larger parts of the platform, for
example the left wing of an aircraft when analyzing an antenna on the right
wing. This will significantly decrease the size of the computational domain.
A drawback with this kind of approximations is that the accuracy of the result
is a priori unknown. We cannot know how large errors the approximations
introduce without actually solving the complete problem and compare with
the approximate solution. Because of this drawback, simplification of the
platform is not further investigated.

Approximate electromagnetic propagation models Maxwell’s equations de-
scribe the electromagnetic propagation rigorously, but are costly to process in
simulation. Replacing Maxwell’s equations with a simpler wave propagation
model can reduce the computational complexity. Since we are interested in
problems where the platform is typically large in terms of wavelengths, asymp-
totic methods, such as physical optics (PO) or geometrical optics (GO), are
interesting to study.
Studies of approximate propagation models are further described in Sec. 3.1.

Antenna representations Antennas, the sources of the EM fields, are often com-
plex to model; they can contain fine details that require a very fine discretiza-
tion and are built with complex material that are complicated to model. Using
an equivalent representation of an antenna is a way to reduce the complexity.
The equivalent representations should behave like the model of the physical
antenna, but are computationally simpler.
Studies of equivalent antenna representations are further described in Sec. 3.2.

Approximations of scattering An approximation that is related to the first one
is neglecting scattering on some parts of the model.
When installing antennas on a platform, the antennas are often placed so that
the scattering from the platform is minimized. Therefore, neglecting multiple
scattering can be an acceptable approximation in antenna placement studies.
For example, multiple scattering is neglected in [60, 32, 12, 36].
Methods that take advantage of neglecting multiple scattering are further
described in Sec. 3.4.

Numerical methods During the last decade, substantial work has been put into
developing more efficient numerical methods for solving Maxwell’s equations.
Some of them has been very successful for general EM problems, such as
FMM [21] and MLFMA [52], whereas other methods more specifically aims
for a certain type of problem, see e.g. [10, 50, 41, 38, 61, 34, 30, 51].
Numerical methods are certainly interesting to study, but we consider devel-
oping new numerical methods to be out of scope for this thesis.
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Reusing data One application in antenna related calculations is to compare how
e.g. different antennas perform or to find the (in some sense) best placement
for an antenna on a platform. Common for these kinds of problems is that
similar calculations are repeated many times. Reusing parts of the result from
previous calculations can save time. Unfortunately, a small change in the
problem formulation, such as moving an antenna a fraction of a wavelength,
can completely change the problem. Results can only be reused if the change
in the problem does not affect the data to be reused.
Methods that can take advantage of data reuse are further discussed in
Sec. 3.6.

We will go through the above list (except the ones that are rejected) and investigate
the possibilities in the following sections.

3.1 Approximate Propagation Models

Two approximate propagation models are evaluated in Paper I, a cylindrical GTD
approximation [39] and a formulation of a free-space near-field transmission inte-
gral that we will refer to as non-singular transmission integral (NSTI) [19]. The
evaluation are for the mutual coupling between two monopole antennas installed
on a circular cylinder and an aircraft model, both depicted in Fig. 3.1. A full-wave
solution using MLFMA is used as a reference in the comparison.

(a)

rr

rt

(b)

rr

rt

Figure 3.1: Illustrations of the (a) cylindrical model and (b) aircraft model used in
the evaluation of approximate propagation methods. The transmitting and receiv-
ing antenna positions, rt (fixed) and rr (movable), respectively, are depicted for a
separation angle α = 0.

The accuracy of the mutual coupling between the antennas is evaluated for
different positions of receiving antenna. The antenna position along the cylinders
is not changed, but it is rotated transverse on the cylinders, as illustrated by the
insets in Fig. 3.2.

The two approximate methods are both significantly faster than the full-wave
method used as reference. They also have order of magnitudes lower memory
requirements.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of mutual coupling S21 as a function of the separation angle
α calculated using NSTI (dashed line), GTD (dotted line) and MLFMA (solid line)
for (a) the cylindrical model and (b) the aircraft model.

As expected, the implemented GTD approximation gives excellent results for
the cylindrical model, but cannot capture the effects from the details in the aircraft
model. NSTI give accurate results in some situations, but has a disadvantage that
the magnitude of the errors is unpredictable.

After the publication of Paper I, it was decided not to continue the work with
approximate models.

3.2 Equivalent Representations of Antennas

Antennas are often complex to model in EM simulations. For electrically large
platforms, it might not be possible to use a detailed model of the antenna and
the complete platform in the same simulation, since the computational time and
memory requirement grow with the electrical size [46], as depicted in Fig. 1.2. A
combination of electrically large platforms and complex antennas, can lead to ex-
treme computational time and memory requirement. In these cases, a less complex
antenna model can significantly reduce the overall complexity of the simulation.
An equivalent representation of the antenna is one way to reduce the complexity.

The quantities of interest, e.g. EM fields or surface currents, are obtained
by using the equivalent representation as an excitation in simulations. Hence,
using equivalent modeling is a way to achieve quantitatively accurate, and still fast
simulations. Equivalent surface currents, as described in Sec. 2.1, have previously
been used to represent antennas in e.g. [30].

The equivalent surface currents on a particular surface for representing an an-
tenna can be determined either from measurements or from a full-wave simulation
of a part of the problem. One must keep in mind that an antenna installed on a
platform cannot be perfectly represented, unless the complete platform is included
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inside the equivalent surface. That is because the homogeneous assumption outside
the equivalent surface is violated. The installed antenna can still be represented
with equivalent surface currents, but the representation is an approximation and
will therefore introduce an error. With the simplification that the representation
implies, the computational cost might be so much lower with the equivalent rep-
resentation of the antenna that an approximate representation is a good trade-off.
It might even be the case that the equivalent representation makes the difference
between having the resources to run a simulation or not.

3.2.1 Evaluation of Accuracy
When using equivalent representations, it is valuable to know how large approxi-
mations that are introduced. There are no known closed form expressions of the
errors; it would be extremely difficult to derive for a general case. A first step is to
analyze the accuracy of an equivalent representation for some special structures, to
get an idea of the magnitude of the errors.

The accuracy of equivalent surface currents for representing antennas installed
on a platform is evaluated in Paper II1. A monocone antenna installed on a simpli-
fied platform, as depicted in Fig. 3.3, is used in the evaluation.

200 mm

100 mm
40 mm

20 mm
2 mm

G

A
-

Figure 3.3: The platform G is a 200 mm radius half sphere with a 100 mm flat top.
A 40 mm wide mono-cone antenna A is mounted on its flat top.

The case is analyzed qualitatively, with different configurations of equivalent
representations. The design parameters when using equivalent surface current rep-
resentations are the size and shape of the equivalent surface and the size and shape
of the ground plane used when generating the equivalent currents. A total of six
different configurations are evaluated, all depicted in Fig. 3.4.

The differences between the equivalent representations compared to an accurate
reference simulation using a model of the physical antenna are evaluated. The
evaluation considers the electric far-field Eθ(θ) and the induced surface current
Jt(`) on the platform G, where ` is the curve length measured on the platform G

1In addition to the equivalent surface current representation, Paper II also contains an evalu-
ation of far-fields sources.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.4: The configurations of ground plane (solid) and equivalent surface
(dashed) when generating near-field sources; the ground-plane is (a) a thin 100 mm
diameter PEC plate, (b) a thin infinite PEC plate, (c) and (f) a thin 50× 50 mm2

PEC plate, (d) a solid 100 mm diameter, 25 mm thick PEC plate, (e) the part of
the structure G contained inside the equivalent surface. Note that the bottom of
the surface coincide with the ground plane in (c), whereas it is 1 mm above the
ground plane in (f).

from its top center to its bottom periphery, and θ is the inclination angle. Because
the platform and the antenna are both rotational symmetric, all quantities will
have the same symmetry. Hence, we can evaluate the accuracy in only a cut for
any azimuthal angle2.

The relative magnitude error δrel|Jt(`)| and the phase error ∠δJt(`) of the cur-
rent is defined as

δrel|Jt(`)| = |Jt(`)| − |J ref
t (`)|

|J ref
t (`)|

, (3.1)

δ∠Jt(`) = ∠Jt(`)− ∠J ref
t (`), (3.2)

where ∠(·) denotes the argument of a complex number. The surface current J ref
t (`)

is from the reference solution. The relative magnitude error δrel|Eθ(ϕ, θ)| is defined
as

δrel|Eθ(θ)| = |Eθ(θ)| − |Eref
θ (θ)|

|Eref
θ (θ)|

. (3.3)

The electric field Eref
θ (θ) is from the reference solution.

The resulting errors δrel|Jt(`)|, δ∠Jt(`), and δrel|Eθ(θ)| are presented in Ta-
ble 3.1. We see that the most accurate configuration, (d), introduce an error of

2The asymmetric ground planes in Fig. 3.4(c), (e), (f) will introduce an asymmetry. This is
discussed more in detail in Paper II.
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Table 3.1: Root-mean-square errors using the equivalent representations of the
antenna depicted in Fig. 3.4.

Configu-
ration

RMS errors (linear scale)
δrel|Jt(`)|,
` ∈ (25, 155] mm

δ∠Jt(`),
` ∈ (25, 155] mm

δrel|Eθ(θ)|,
θ ∈ (0, 180◦)

(a) 9.2% 4.0◦ 6.0%
(b) 12% 7.1◦ 4.4%
(c) 18% 7.2◦ 8.4%
(d) 8.0% 4.5◦ 5.1%
(e) 19% 6.9◦ 7.4%
(f) 17% 3.8◦ 7.3%

8.0% in surface current magnitude. The electric far field error for configuration
(d) is 5.1%, whereas configuration (b) gives a slightly smaller error of 4.4%. We
note in Table 3.1 that the least accurate configurations introduce errors that are
approximately twice as large as the most accurate representations.

3.2.2 Reaction and Equivalent Source Representation
The vector multiplications (Ei ×Hj) · n̂ in the reaction, (2.9) or (2.11), can be
permuted, according to

(Ei ×Hj) · n̂ = (n̂×Ei) ·Hj (3.4)
(Ei ×Hj) · n̂ = (−n̂×Hj) ·Ei. (3.5)

Inserting these expressions into (2.9) gives

〈2, 1〉 =
∮
S

((n̂×E2) ·H1 − (−n̂×H2) ·E1) dS, (3.6)

〈2, 1〉 =
∮
S

((−n̂×H1) ·E2 − (n̂×E1) ·H2) dS, (3.7)

The same applies for the opposite reaction 〈1, 2〉.
We note that the reaction 〈2, 1〉 depends on the projection of the total fields

(E1,H1 in (3.6) and E2,H2 in (3.7)) on the tangential fields (n̂×E2,−n̂×H2 in
(3.6) and n̂ ×E1,−n̂ ×H1 in (3.7)). Recall that the tangential fields on a closed
surface is actually an equivalent representation of the sources inside the surface
(see Sec. 2.1). Hence, the reaction is the projection of the fields E1,H1 on the
equivalent source J2S = n̂ ×H2 and M2S = −n̂ × E2 over the surface S (and
vice versa for (3.7)). The formulations (3.6)–(3.7) in term of equivalent sources are
alternative descriptions to get a conceptual understanding of the reaction.
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3.2.3 The Reaction Theorem for Direct Fields
We saw in the previous section that the reaction can be considered to be the projec-
tion of the fields E1,H1 on an equivalent source described by JS and MS . We can
make another conclusion related to the reaction. We use the following separation
of the fields E,H into direct Ed,Hd and scattered components Es,Hs,

Ed = Es0 , (3.8)
Hd = Hs0 , (3.9)

Es =
∞∑
n=1

Esn , (3.10)

Hs =
∞∑
n=1

Hsn , (3.11)

as depicted in Fig. 3.5. We define the direct fields Ed,Hd as being generated by
sources within the integration surface in the expression for the reaction, see (2.8)
and (2.9).

...

...

Ed,Hd

Es,Hs

︸
︷︷

︸

Es0 ,Hs0

Es1 ,Hs1
Es2 ,Hs2

Figure 3.5: Separation of the fields E ,H generated by an antenna into direct
Ed,Hd and scattered fields Es,Hs.

The total fields must be the sum of the components,

E = Ed + Es, (3.12)
H = Hd + Hs. (3.13)

When using the generalized reaction theorem (2.11) and choosing the alternative
environment to be homogeneous outside S2 (e.g. vacuum or completely filled with
dielectric material), there will be no scattering from outside S2, i.e. Es

2 = 0,Hs
2 = 0,

and, hence,

E′2 = Ed
2 (3.14)

H ′2 = Hd
2 . (3.15)

The generalized reaction with a homogeneous alternative environment is

〈2, 1〉 =
∮
S2

(
Ed

2 ×H1 −E1 ×Hd
2
)
· n̂2 dS. (3.16)
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Even if the material outside S2 is not homogeneous in the environment where
Antenna 1 transmits, we know that, according to the generalized reaction theorem
(see Sec. 2.3.2), the structure outside S2 does not affect the reaction. As studied
in Paper II, the fields and currents generated with the equivalent representation of
the antenna as excitation will not be exact if there are non-homogeneous regions
outside S2. However, the reaction is exact, as long as the assumptions in the
reaction theorem are fulfilled.

3.3 Using the Reaction to Estimate Mutual Coupling

The reaction theorem [45], [44] has been of great importance for this thesis. There
are several reasons why this theorem is so well suited for mutual coupling calcula-
tions;

• There is a simple relation between the mutual impedance (calculated with
the reaction theorem) and the mutual coupling, see (2.13)–(2.14).

• The reaction theorem give a direct relation between EM fields generated by
the antennas and mutual impedance between the antennas, see Sec. 2.3.

In contrast, using a full-wave solver (such as FIT, MoM, or FEM), there are several
intermediate steps before arriving at the mutual impedance. Full-wave methods are
certainly more flexible, and can be used for much more than calculating the mutual
impedance, but for the specific purpose of calculating the mutual impedance, they
contain unnecessary overhead.

3.3.1 Relation between Mutual Impedance and Scattering
Parameters

Using the reaction theorem, we can calculate the mutual impedance between an-
tennas. However, the related measure mutual coupling is more commonly used.
The relation between mutual impedance and mutual coupling is described by the
relation (2.18), repeated here for convenience,

S = (Z + Z0I)−1(Z− Z0I).

In a two-port network, the elements of the (2×2) S-matrix can be written explicitly
in terms of Z parameters as

S11 = (Z11 − Z0)(Z22 + Z0)− Z12Z21

∆Z , (3.17)

S12 = 2Z12Z0

∆Z , (3.18)

S21 = 2Z21Z0

∆Z , (3.19)

S22 = (Z22 − Z0)(Z11 + Z0)− Z12Z21

∆Z , (3.20)
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where ∆Z = det(Z + Z0I) = (Z11 + Z0)(Z22 + Z0)− Z12Z21 is the determinant of
the 2× 2 matrix (Z + Z0I).

It is useful to consider a practical situation; typically, the self-impedances Z11
and Z22 are in the order of 50 Ω – 100 Ω. For well separated antennas, the mu-
tual impedances Z12 and Z21 are usually significantly smaller, so that |Z12Z21| �
|Z11Z22|. We can write S21 (or S12) as a series expansion,

S21 = 2Z21Z0

(Z11 + Z0)(Z22 + Z0)− Z12Z21
= (3.21)

= 2Z21Z0

(Z11 + Z0)(Z22 + Z0)

(
1

1− Z12Z21
(Z11+Z0)(Z22+Z0)

)
=

= 2Z21Z0

(Z11 + Z0)(Z22 + Z0)

(
1 +O

(
Z12Z21

(Z11+Z0)(Z22+Z0)
))
.

We can approximate S21 with only the first term.

S21 ≈ Z21
2Z0

(Z11 + Z0)(Z22 + Z0) . (3.22)

Note that the approximation of S21 in (3.22) is proportional to Z21, in contrast to
the exact expression (3.19) that depends on Z12Z21 in the denominator. Hence,
for antennas with low mutual impedance Z12Z21 � Z11Z22, we can study the
behavior of Z21 instead of S21. This is of interest in e.g. antenna placement
problems involving minimization of the mutual coupling between the antennas, see
e.g. Paper V.

3.3.2 Extending the Integration Surface to a Separation Plane
The shape of the integration surface in the reaction theorem is arbitrary as long
as it encloses one and only one of the antennas. We will use a plane integration
surface that separates the two antennas in two regions. We define the separation
plane by first creating a Cartesian box with six faces, S = s0∪· · ·∪s5, enclosing one
of the antennas. Let one of the faces, say s0, be positioned between the antennas,
as depicted in Fig. 3.6. We let the other five faces, s1, . . . , s5, move away from
the surrounded antenna, whereas the face s0 is fixed between the antennas. The
total area of the surface S is O(d2), where d is the size of the box. In the limit
d→∞, the product (E1×H2−E2×H1) will be zero for every point on the faces
s1, . . . , s5. This can be shown formally, see Appendix A.2.2. Hence, the five distant
faces will give no contribution to the reaction, even though the integration area
grows as O(d2). It implies that the reaction can be calculated with only the fields
on the face s0, which turns into an infinite plane when d → ∞. Since we defined
the plane to be between the two antennas we will refer to it as a separation plane.

Because the use of a separation plane is a special case of a surface enclosing one
of the antennas, it will work as integration surface in the same way as the enclosing
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surface. The reaction can be determined if only the fields in the integrand are
known on the separation plane. Ideally, the separation plane should be infinitely
large, but for practical reasons, we truncate it when the integrand is small.

The antennas do not need to be in free space, but can be installed on a platform
(this is considered in Sec. 3.3.3). This is an important difference compared to e.g.
[64], where it is assumed that a homogeneous plane can be put between the two
antennas3.

After the description of the separation plane, we start with looking at a very
simple example; the mutual impedance between a pair of Hertzian dipoles in free
space. Two identical Hertzian dipoles with length L = 20 mm at frequency f = 300
MHz are placed side-by-side in free space. The exact field expressions (see e.g.
[2]) are used to calculate the fields on a separation plane s0 placed symmetrically
between the antennas, see Fig. 3.6.

s0
Q
QQs

D/2
� -

D/2
� -

Figure 3.6: Position of the separation plane s0 relative to the two Hertzian dipoles.

The distance D between the Hertzian dipoles is varied, D = [λ/20, 3λ]. Scat-
tering from a Hertzian dipole is very low, and are neglected in this calculation.

The resulting mutual impedance Z21, calculated using the reaction theorem
(2.10) and (2.12) for fields on the separation plane is depicted in Fig. 3.7. As a
comparison, the mutual impedance simulated with a full-wave solver [13] is also
depicted in Fig. 3.7. The agreement between the two data sets is excellent.

The mutual impedance for the same configuration of Hertzian dipoles has pre-
viously been reported [3], calculated with the induced EMF method [2]. The agree-
ment of the mutual impedance in Fig. 3.7 and [3] is also good.

The calculations can be generalized to any type of antenna, if only the fields on
the separation plane can be determined.

Another example on the reaction calculated on a separation plane is in Paper III,
also described in Sec. 3.4.3.

We can make an additional observation when using a separation plane as inte-
gration surface. If the scattering between the two regions is small4 the problem can
be divided into two parts. This is a very simple domain decomposition method,
without any iteration over the interface. When using full-wave methods, such as

3One of the methods used in Paper I, NSTI, is an extension of the method described in [64].
4One scattering direction do not contribute, which can be understood from the generalized

reaction (2.11) with an empty alternative environment.
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Figure 3.7: Mutual impedance Z21 between two Hertzian dipole placed side-by-side
for varying separation distance D calculated with (2.10), (2.12) and a full wave
solver.

FDTD or MoM, it is attractive to decompose a problem into smaller parts, since a
smaller problem requires less memory and is faster to solve.

3.3.3 Antennas Installed On Platforms
For antennas installed on a platform, the driving current on the antennas will
generate fields that induce surface current on the platform. If the platform is made
of electrically conductive material, the driving current will also propagate on the
platform hull. Hence, the sources will not be localized in the sense that we can
enclose all driving current with a closed surface, unless the surface contains the
complete platform. We have to ease the requirement that the complete antenna
(i.e. the radiating structure) must be enclosed by the integration surface, if the
reaction theorem is to be useful for installed antennas.

Recall that the reaction (and the mutual impedance) must not depend on how
the fictitious integration surface S2 is located. Consider the integration surface
in Fig. 3.9(a). We can move parts of the integration surface to coincide with the
platform surface. We let the two surfaces coincide everywhere except over the source
region of the antenna, see Fig. 3.9(b). We assume that the platform is PEC5, so

5The assumption can be applied to all platforms, also dielectric, by noting that we, according
to Love’s equivalence principle, can replace all structure with equivalent surface currents that
reside on the platform surface, as long as the exterior is homogeneous. By filling the interior of
the equivalent surface with PEC, we are left with only equivalent magnetic surface currents [2].
This equivalent description converts the general platform to a PEC platform that can be handled
as described in the text.
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Platform

Antenna 1 Antenna 2 S2
n̂2

n̂P

Figure 3.8: When calculating the reaction between antennas installed on a common
platform, the integration surface S2 will intersect the platform.

n̂2

I

n̂2

I

n̂2

I

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.9: The integration surface enclosing (a) the antenna, platform and media
outside, (b) only the platform and the antenna, and (c) only the source region of
the antenna.

that the electric field tangential to the platform surface is zero.
By permuting the scalar triple products in the reaction (2.9) we get,

〈2, 1〉 =
∮
S

(
(n̂2 ×E2) ·H1 − (n̂2 ×E1) ·H2

)
dS. (3.23)

We recognize the cross products n̂2×E2 and n̂2×E1 as the electric fields tangential
to the integration surface. Since we have chosen the integration surface to coincides
with the platform surface, the electric fields tangential to the integration surface
will be zero. It is only at the sources region of the antenna that integration surface
does not coincide with a PEC surface.

Since the reaction integral evaluates to zero everywhere except over the sources
region and we know that the reaction is independent of the choice of surface, we
conclude that the integral over any surface that enclose the sources region of one
of the antennas involved gives the correct reaction. It is, hence, sufficient that
the integration surface S2 encloses the sources region of one of the antennas, as in
Fig. 3.9(c). This observation helps us handle the case with antennas installed on
platforms.
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If the integration surface intersects a conducting surface, we have to be extra
careful when evaluating the integral. The integration surface will typically intersect
the platform when calculating the reaction between antennas installed on a common
conducting platform, as depicted in Fig. 3.8.

-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 20

50

100

150

200

250

Figure 3.10: Magnitude of the electric field normal to a PEC plate between −10mm
and 0. Due to surface currents on the PEC plate, the electric field is discontinuous
at x = 0 (the discontinuity at x = −10mm is not visible at the current scale).

We note that the surface current is finite (if induced by a finite excitation) on
the conducting surface. Even though the surface currents JS ,MS only exist on
the infinitesimally thin surface of the conductor, they generate fields H,E that
exist through-out space (and inside the platform when not PEC), i.e. not only on
the surface. Since it is the fields that are integrated in the reaction integral, the
integrand is well-behaved outside the conducting surface. The fields will, however,
be discontinuous over the platform surface, as depicted in Fig. 3.10.

The integrand (E2 ×H1 −E1 ×H2)·n̂2 in the reaction integral will also be dis-
continuous over the platform surface. To numerically evaluate the reaction integral,
the discontinuity should be handled with special care. To avoid losing accuracy,
the integral can be split into two parts, one part covering the region left of the
discontinuity and one part covering region left of the discontinuity and one part
covering the region right of it.

3.4 Reaction Theorems for Scattered Fields

When installing antennas on a platform, the antennas are often placed so that the
scattering from the platform is low. That makes multiple scattering, i.e. fields that
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are scattered several times, even lower. Therefore, neglecting multiple scattering
can be an acceptable approximation in antenna placement studies.

In Paper III we derive two formulations of the reaction where the fields are de-
composed in scattering components. The components are defined as being produced
by sources inside or outside the integration surface S2, respectively, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.11–3.12. Note the difference with Fig. 3.5. Consequently, some of the fields
(E+

1 , H+
1 , E−2 , H−2 ) will be source free inside S2 whereas the other (E−1 , H−1 , E+

2 ,
H+

2 ) are source free in the region outside S2.

S2

Antenna 1 Antenna 2

h∼ b
︸ ︷︷ ︸

E+
1 ,H

+
1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
E−1 ,H

−
1

Figure 3.11: Separation of the fields E1, H1 generated by Antenna 1.

S2

Antenna 1 Antenna 2

b h∼
︸ ︷︷ ︸

E−2 ,H
−
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
E+

2 ,H
+
2

Figure 3.12: Decomposition of the fields E2, H2 generated by Antenna 2.

The total fields E1,H1,E2,H2 must be the sum of their respective components,
according to

E1 = E+
1 + E−1 , (3.24)

H1 = H+
1 + H−1 , (3.25)

E2 = E+
2 + E−2 , (3.26)

H2 = H+
2 + H−2 . (3.27)

In Paper III, the decomposition is applied to the original reaction (2.10) theorem
and the generalized reaction (2.11). Two new formulations of the reaction is derived.
The derivations are outlined in the following sections.
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3.4.1 The Original Reaction for Scattered Fields
With the decomposition (3.24)–(3.27), we can separate the reaction into four com-
ponents,

〈2, 1〉 =
∮
S2

(
E+

2 ×H+
1 −E+

1 ×H+
2
)
· n̂2 dS + (3.28)∮

S2

(
E+

2 ×H−1 −E−1 ×H+
2
)
· n̂2 dS + (3.29)∮

S2

(
E−2 ×H+

1 −E+
1 ×H−2

)
· n̂2 dS + (3.30)∮

S2

(
E−2 ×H−1 −E−1 ×H−2

)
· n̂2 dS. (3.31)

We note that the sources generating the fields in the second integral (3.29) are
enclosed by the integration surface S2, whereas the sources generating the fields in
the third integral (3.30) are outside S2. By considering Silver-Müller’s radiation
condition and some vector algebra (see Appendix A.3), we can show that the second
and third of the integrals, (3.29)–(3.30), do not contribute to the reaction. Hence,
the resulting reaction 〈2, 1〉 is

〈2, 1〉 =
∮
S2

(
E+

2 ×H+
1 −E+

1 ×H+
2
)
· n̂ dS

+
∮
S2

(
E−2 ×H−1 −E−1 ×H−2

)
· n̂dS. (3.32)

The complete proof is presented in Paper III.
We note that there is no interaction between incoming and outgoing fields from

the different antennas. The derived expression for the reaction (3.32) implies that
the contribution from multiple scattering is smaller than the original formulation
(2.9) give impression of.

3.4.2 The Generalized Reaction for Scattered Fields
The generalized reaction theorem becomes particularly simple for scattered fields
if the alternative environment where Antenna 2 transmits is empty outside the
integration surface. In that case, the decomposed fields E+

1 ,H
+
1 equals the direct

components E+
2 = Ed

2 ,H
+
2 = Hd

2 . Since there are no sources outside S2, the fields
E−,H− are zero. Hence, the generalized reaction, for this special case, becomes

〈2, 1〉 =
∮
S2

(
Ed

2 ×H+
1 −E+

1 ×Hd
2
)
· n̂dS, (3.33)

where Ed
2 ,H

d
2 are measured in an environment that is empty outside S2.
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The reaction must not change if the alternative environment is changed outside
S2 [44]. Hence, the vanishing of the second integral in (3.32) must be compensated
by a change in the first integral.

The formulation (3.33) of the reaction is used in Paper V to find the antenna
position with the lowest mutual impedance to another antenna.

3.4.3 Verification of Results
The derived formulations of the reaction are verified with an antenna problem where
the fields can easily be decomposed in their components E+

1 , H+
1 , E−1 , H−1 , E+

2 ,
H+

2 , E−2 , H−2 . The problem consists of two Hertzian dipoles placed between two
infinite ground planes, as depicted in Fig. 3.13.

Dipole 1 Dipole 2
-6 x

z

D� -a�- a�-

Figure 3.13: Two high-scattering antennas, each consisting of a Hertzian dipole in
front of an infinite ground plane, facing each other.

The boundary value problem can be transformed into an open problem by using
mirroring. The mirroring produces an infinite number of Hertzian dipoles, at an
increasing distance from the ground planes. The fields from a Hertzian dipole are
known analytically, see e.g. [2]. By adding the fields from all dipoles, both the
physical and the mirrored, we can calculate the fields on the separation plane.
Since we know the origin of each term in the sum (corresponding to the fields from
each dipole), we can easily decompose the total fields in scattering components,
according to (3.24)–(3.27). The numerical verification in Paper III shows that the
integrals (3.29)–(3.30) in the original reaction differ very little from zero. This is a
strong indication that the derived formulations of the reaction are correct.

3.5 Visualizing Coupling Paths

Electromagnetic coupling paths are an important topic in electromagnetic com-
patibility (EMC) [40]. It is mentioned in [28] that “conventional approaches for
solving EMC problems lack a reliable method for identifying electromagnetic cou-
pling paths.” Some methods to determine coupling paths are reviewed in [28]–[29],
see e.g. [3–9] in [29].

It is assumed that an antenna is to be installed on a platform. To find a good
position to install the antenna, a range of different alternatives can be evaluated.
Sometimes, we might be restricted to a small region so that the requirement for
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e.g. the mutual coupling between the antenna to be installed and already installed
antennas cannot be met. In that case, it is of interest to determine the path where
the mutual coupling is carried. If the two antennas are within line-of-sight (LOS),
the direct path is probably the most significant contribution. On more complex
platforms, where the antennas are not within LOS, it is not as simple to determine
the way that the mutual coupling is carried.

We can easily visualize the energy transmitted by one of the antennas for differ-
ent points in space with Poynting’s vector [2]. However, Poynting’s vector does not
describe the mutual coupling between antennas but rather the energy flow. Hence,
it does not capture the amount of energy that is actually received by the other
antenna6. Instead, we can analyze the reaction. For well separated antennas, the
reaction is directly related to the mutual impedance, which is related to the mu-
tual coupling, as discussed in Sec. 3.3.1. We define a plane that separates the two
antennas in two disjoint regions. By illustrating the contribution to the reaction
(or the mutual impedance) over the plane, we get an immediate understanding of
the propagation path between the antennas.

In Paper IV, we define three quantities based on the reaction for visualizing
coupling paths. From the integrand in the reaction, the vector impedance density
%21(r) is defined as,

%21(r) = −E′2(r)×H1(r)−E1(r)×H ′2(r)
I11I ′22

. (3.34)

As mentioned in Paper IV, we expect that the vector impedance density can
be used instead of Poynting’s vector to track trajectories from a transmitting to a
receiving antenna, similar as described in [28, 29].

We also define the projected impedance density %21(r) as,

%21(r) = − (E′2(r)×H1(r)−E1(r)×H ′2(r)) · n̂
I11I ′22

. (3.35)

The projected impedance density depend on the position r and can be used to
visualize how the mutual impedance is distributed over points r on a surface with
normal n̂, e.g. a separation plane with a constant normal n̂0. The value %21(r) in a
certain point r is a complex number and can either add or subtract to the mutual
impedance Z21(r) between the antennas.

Note that when integrating %21(r) over the separation plane, the resulting value
is the mutual impedance Z21. Based on this observation, we define a normalized
impedance density as

%̃21(r) = %21(r)
Z21

. (3.36)

6There is a suggested method that backtrack trajectories that reach the receiving antenna and
only takes those trajectories into account [28, 29].
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The normalized impedance density %̃21(r), as defined in (3.36), integrates to the
real value 1 over the separation plane S0. Hence, we know the relation between
the normalized impedance density and the value of the integral which is directly re-
lated to the mutual impedance. Therefore, by modifying the normalized impedance
density in a certain region, we can affect the mutual impedance. We expect that
blocking a portion of the coupling path will decrease the mutual coupling between
the antennas, but it remain to be proven. We can for instance try to block a strong
coupling path with an absorbing material. If the real part of the normalized imped-
ance density is positive in the region where the absorbing material is mounted, the
mutual impedance will decrease. We must be aware that the absorbing material
will also affect the imaginary part of the normalized impedance density. To mini-
mize the affect in the imaginary part, the absorber should preferably be placed in
a region with very small imaginary part of normalized impedance density. If the
expectation is correct, the normalized coupling intensity %̃21(r) can be used as a
tool for finding where to place an absorber.

We note that the vector impedance density %21(r) is independent of the geom-
etry of the integration surface. Hence, %21(r) can be determined for any point r in
space where the fields E1(r),H1(r),E′2(r),H ′2(r) are known.

In Fig. 3.14, the above defined quantities are visualized on a separation plane
between two antennas installed on a common conductive platform7.

3.6 Optimizing Antenna Placement

We consider an antenna placement problem where an antenna is to be installed on
a platform. We assume that other antenna requirements, such as far-field radia-
tion pattern, are already considered, leaving a number of possible positions (or a
region) where the new antenna can be installed. The new antenna is referred to as
Antenna 2 whereas an existing antenna is referred to as Antenna 1. The mutual
impedance between the antennas will change for different positions of Antenna 2.
From the possible installation positions, we assume that the best position ropt is the
one with the lowest mutual impedance to the existing antenna. This is a relevant
optimization criterion, as discussed in Sec. 1.3.

The problem described above is considered in Paper V. It is shown that data can
be reused, and that the antenna position with lowest mutual impedance between
the antennas can be found significantly faster than be evaluating each antenna
position in a full-wave simulation.

The suggested method post-processes raw EM field data. The field data can
be calculated using any commercial EM simulation software (as long as it can
export field data). By relying on commercial CEM software, the suggested method
becomes flexible. The type of numerical method (such as FDTD, MoM, FEM, or
asymptotic methods) used to calculate field data can be tailored to the problem.

7The same platform and antennas are used in Paper V.
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Figure 3.14: The defined impedance densities (from top to bottom); the vector
impedance density |%21(r)| in Ω/m2, the projected impedance density |%21(r)| in
Ω/m2, the real part of the normalized impedance density Re%̃21(r) in 1/m2, and
the imaginary part of the normalized impedance density Im%̃21(r) in 1/m2.
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3.6.1 The Optimization Problem
The optimization problem can be formulated as8

ropt = arg min
r2

∣∣Z21(r2)
∣∣. (3.37)

Using the reaction for scattered fields (3.33), and the relation between reaction
and mutual impedance (2.12) we can write the optimization criteria as

ropt = arg min
r2

∣∣∣∣∣
∮
S2

(
E′2 ×H+

1 −E+
1 ×H ′2

)
· n̂ dS

I11I ′22

∣∣∣∣∣ . (3.38)

The excitation currents, I11 and I ′22, are known from when the fields where
generated. The current I ′22 is independent of the position r2 of Antenna 2 on the
platform. The fields E+

1 ,H
+
1 are defined in Sec. 3.4.

3.6.2 Enabling Data Reuse
An approximation of the fields E+

1 ,H
+
1 in (3.38) can be formed by neglecting

multiple scattering on Antenna 2 and setting

E+
1 ≈ Ed

1 , (3.39)
H+

1 ≈Hd
1 . (3.40)

Doing so, the current I11 will also be independent of r2, and the optimization
problem simplifies to

arg min
r2

∣∣∣∣ ∮
S2

(
E′2 ×Hd

1 −Ed
1 ×H ′2

)
· n̂2 dS

∣∣∣∣ . (3.41)

Referring to Fig. 3.15(a), the fields Ed
1 ,H

d
1 are determined in the volume V1

without the presence of Antenna 2. The fields Ed
2 ,H

d
2 are determined on the

surface S2, see Fig. 3.15(b), with only the small domain enclosed by S2. Based on
the position r2 of the integration surface S2, the integral in (3.41) selects a subset
of Ed

1 ,H
d
1 in V1.

Because scattering on Antenna 1 is neglected (scattering on the rest of the
platform is taken into account) in the approximation (3.39)–(3.40), data can be
reused between simulations and only one single simulation of the full platform is
needed. This results in a significant speed-up, compared to evaluating each possible
antenna position. Still, the error introduced is only a second order effect (we discuss
this below in Sec. 3.6.4).

8Recall that the mutual impedance Z21 is proportional to the mutual coupling S21 when the
mutual impedance Z21 is much lower that the self-impedance, see (3.22) on p. 30. Hence, the
optimization criterion can be used also for minimizing the mutual coupling S21.
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Figure 3.15: (a) The complete environment including the platform and the installed
Antenna 1 and (b) the alternative environment including only Antenna 2 and the
structure within the surface S2.

3.6.3 Benchmark
The resulting mutual impedance between the two antennas in Fig. 3.16 for different
positions of Antenna 2 are depicted in Fig. 3.17. The optimal position ropt, accord-
ing to (3.41), can be found by a straight-forward minimum search in the mutual
impedance values. For the case studied in Paper V, we see a speed-up with a factor
of 2 000, compared to running a full-wave simulation for each antenna position.
With the suggested method, the 30 430 mutual impedance values in Fig. 3.17 are
calculated in 1.7 hours. As a comparison, to run 30 430 full wave simulations would
take approximately 4.7 months

The same pre-computed field data on the full platform can be used to find the
optimal position for another type of antenna, with only an additional simulation of
the new antenna in isolation.

Antenna 1

Antenna 2

Figure 3.16: The model used in the benchmark is a (2m × 1m × 0.5m) PEC
platform with a 90◦ corner, and two antennas, Antenna 1 (fixed), and Antenna 2
(to be installed at some position).
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Figure 3.17: Mutual impedance magnitude |Z21(x, y)| for 30 430 different positions
r2 = (x, y) of Antenna 2 on the platform.

3.6.4 Error Analysis
By doing the approximations (3.39)–(3.40), we make the following errors

δE+
1 = E+

1 −Ed
1 =

∞∑
n=2,4,6,...

Esn
1 , (3.42)

δH+
1 = H+

1 −Hd
1 =

∞∑
n=2,4,6,...

Hsn
1 . (3.43)

Note that the first order scattering Es1 , Hs1 do not affect the reaction in (3.33).
In a situation where energy can radiate to infinity (cavities and waveguides are

exceptions), every scattering of the fields will radiate a portion of the incoming
energy toward infinity. Hence, the total amount of energy carried by each of the
scattering components decreases with the scattering order n. The dominant scat-
tering component that contribute to the error, Es2 , Hs2 , will be small compared
to the direct components Ed

1 = Es0
1 ,Hd

1 = Hs0
1 .

The argument presented above only holds for the total energy of each scattering
component. Locally, there are exceptions, e.g. a reflector antenna, where the
scattered field in the focus of the antenna can be much stronger than the incoming
field. For low-scattering antennas, the magnitude of each scattering component
will be much smaller than the previous. In this case, the errors introduced by
the approximations (3.39)–(3.40) will be small compared to the direct components
Ed

1 ,H
d
1 .





Chapter 4

Conclusions and Discussion

As discussed in the introduction, it is computationally costly to determine the mu-
tual coupling between antennas on electrically large platforms. Several possible
approximations for calculating the mutual coupling between antennas more effec-
tively are investigated. The potential for each of the approximation to increase
efficiency and their accuracies are discussed.

The reaction theorem is found to be useful for calculating the mutual impedance.
Two novel formulations of the reaction theorem has been derived, see (3.32) and
(3.33).

It is shown that the reaction theorem can be used to visualize the coupling path
between antennas. Different formulations of an impedance density are defined that
can be used to identify strong coupling paths between antennas.

The reaction theorem is especially useful in antenna placement studies. It is
shown that field data can be made independent of the position of a new antenna
to be installed, if neglecting multiple scattering. As a consequence, field data can
be reused. In simulations, this gives a speed-up in mutual impedance calculations
of a factor 2, 000, as compared to simulating each antenna position.

The described methods based on the reaction theorem can be used directly in
engineering problems. The methods use input data that can be exported from
generic commercial CEM software, which makes them flexible for different types of
EM problems.

The following open questions are interesting to continue working on,

• How robust is the reaction for small errors in field data?

• Can asymptotic methods deliver fields data with such accuracy that they can
be used to calculate the reaction? Accurate EM field calculated with physical
optics (PO) is reported in e.g. [37].

• Can the mutual coupling between antennas be decreased by mounting absorb-
ing material that block strong coupling paths identified with the normalized
impedance density?

• Can the vector impedance density be used to track coupling paths?

45





Appendix A

Derivations

Theorems important for this thesis are here derived so that it is clear under which
assumptions they apply.

A.1 Derivation of Lorentz Reciprocity Theorem

Lorentz reciprocity theorem is derived in this section. The result will be used in
the following derivations.

We start from Faraday’s and Amphère’s laws [54, 22] in the frequency domain
(using the time dependence e jωt),

∇×E = −jωB −M , in Ω, (A.1)
∇×H = jωD + J , in Ω, (A.2)

in a common region Ω.
The permittivity ε and permeability µ of the surrounding medium can vary over

the region surrounding the sources (non-homogeneous), but should be constant in
time (time-invariant), linear, and uniform in all directions (isotropic).

Now, assume that the two sets of sources, (J1,M1) and (J2,M2), transmit-
ting with the same angular frequency ω, generate the fields (E1,H1,D1,B1) and
(E2,H2,D2,B2), respectively. We can form the cross products (E1 ×H2) and
(E2 ×H1). By taking the divergence of the above cross-products and apply the
vector rule,

∇ · (a× b) = b · (∇× a)− a · (∇× b), (A.3)

we get

∇ · (E1 ×H2) = H2 · (∇×E1)−E1 · (∇×H2), (A.4)
∇ · (E2 ×H1) = H1 · (∇×E2)−E2 · (∇×H1). (A.5)

47
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Form the difference between (A.4) and (A.5):

∇ · (E1 ×H2)−∇ · (E2 ×H1) = (A.6)
= H2 · (∇×E1)−E1 · (∇×H2)
−H1 · (∇×E2) + E2 · (∇×H1).

Use the linearity of the divergence operator and insert equations (A.1)–(A.2) into
(A.6):

∇ · (E1 ×H2 −E2 ×H1) = (A.7)
= H2 · (−jωB1 −M1)−E1 · (jωD2 + J2)
−H1 · (−jωB2 −M2) + E2 · (jωD1 + J1)

Assuming that the media is linear (i.e. independent of the fields) and isotropic
(ε and µ are scalars), we know that D = εE and B = µH. Hence,

∇ · (E1 ×H2 −E2 ×H1) = (A.8)
= H2 · (−jωµH1 −M1)−E1 · (jωεE2 + J2)
−H1 · (−jωµH2 −M2) + E2 · (jωεE1 + J1)

= −H2 · jωµH1 −H2 ·M1

−E1 · jωεE2 −E1 · J2

+H1 · jωµH2 + H1 ·M2

+E2 · jωεE1 + E2 · J1

Further, for time-invariant materials, µ and ε are constant over time.

∇ · (E1 ×H2 −E2 ×H1) = (A.9)
= −µH2 · jωH1 −H2 ·M1

−εE1 · jωE2 −E1 · J2

+µH1 · jωH2 + H1 ·M2

+εE2 · jωE1 + E2 · J1

All terms containing jω cancel, reducing the relation to,

∇ · (E1 ×H2 −E2 ×H1) = (A.10)
= −H2 ·M1 −E1 · J2 + H1 ·M2 + E2 · J1

This is the reciprocity theorem in differential form, valid in the case of linear,
isotropic, time-invariant materials. The same relation is given in e.g. Balanis [2],
(3.60).
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To get the reciprocity in integral form, the relation (A.9) is integrated over a
volume V containing the sources,∫

V

∇ · (E1 ×H2 −E2 ×H1) dV = (A.11)

=
∫
V

(−H2 ·M1 −E1 · J2 + H1 ·M2 + E2 · J1) dV.

Using the divergence theorem on the left-hand side yields∮
S

(E1 ×H2 −E2 ×H1) · n̂dS = (A.12)

=
∫
V

(−H2 ·M1 −E1 · J2 + H1 ·M2 + E2 · J1) dV,

where S is a surface completely enclosing the volume V and n̂ is an outward point-
ing unit vector normal to the surface S. This relation is known as the Lorentz
reciprocity theorem and is given in e.g. [2].

Note that there were no assumption on homogeneous medium in the derivation.
Hence, the above relations are valid also in non-homogeneous medium. However,
the medium has to be linear. It will also valid for isotropic media1.

For non-linear media, no reciprocity theorem generally hold. However, the re-
lation (A.7) is still valid. Neither does reciprocity generally apply for time-varying
media.

A.2 Derivation of the Reaction Theorem

We assume that we have two antennas, Antenna 1 and Antenna 2. As in Sec. A.1,
Antenna 1 generates the fields (E1,H1) and Antenna 2 generates the fields (E2,H2).
Recall that the reaction, 〈2, 1〉, from Antenna 1 on Antenna 2 is defined as

〈2, 1〉 =
∮
S2

(E2 ×H1 −E1 ×H2) · n̂2 dS, (A.13)

where the surface S2 completely encloses Antenna 2 but no parts of Antenna 1, and
n̂2 is the outward pointing unit normal vector to the surface S2.

The derivations in the following two sections follow the derivations outlined in
[44].

A.2.1 The Original Reaction Formulation
The surface S2 can be chosen freely, as long as it encloses Antenna 2 completely and
no parts of Antenna 1. We let S2 coincide with the conducting antenna surface,

1The reciprocity can be extended to some special cases of anisotropic medium.
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except at the antenna terminal. Now, we can separate the surface S2 into two
distinct parts; the surface that coincide with the antenna surface S2m and the
surface over the antenna terminal S2t, so that S2 = S2m ∪ S2t. We can rewrite the
reaction as two integrals over S2m and S2t, respectively,

〈2, 1〉 =
∫
S2m

(E2 ×H1 −E1 ×H2) · n̂ dS +∫
S2t

(E2 ×H1 −E1 ×H2) · n̂dS, (A.14)

For a perfectly conducting antenna, the tangential components of E1 and E2 will
be zero on S2m, and the integral over S2m vanishes.

〈2, 1〉 =
∫
S2t

(E2 ×H1 −E1 ×H2) · n̂ dS, (A.15)

We can write the fields E2, H2 generated when Antenna 2 transmits as2

E2 = V22e (A.16)
H2 = I22h. (A.17)

Similarly, the fields E1, H1 (still on the surface S2t) generated when Antenna 1
transmits can be written as

E1 = V21e (A.18)
H1 = I21h. (A.19)

The vector mode functions, e and h, are related as

h = n̂× e. (A.20)

with the normalization ∫
S2t

e · e dS = 1. (A.21)

Inserting the four vector mode expressions (A.16)–(A.19) of the field into (A.15),
we get

〈2, 1〉 =
∫
S2t

((V22e)× (I21h)− (V21e)× (I22h)) · n̂dS,

=
∫
S2t

(V22I21 e× h− V21I22 e× h) · n̂dS,

= (V22I21 − V21I22)
∫
S2t

(e× h) · n̂ dS. (A.22)

2See e.g. [42], Ch. 3.
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Using the vector mode relation (A.20), we get

〈2, 1〉 = (V22I21 − V21I22)
∫
S2t

(e× (n̂× e)) · n̂ dS. (A.23)

The vector triple product can be expanded according to A×(B×C) = (A ·C)B−
(A ·B)C, so that,

〈2, 1〉 = (V22I21 − V21I22)
∫
S2t

((e · e)n̂− (e · n̂)e) · n̂dS

= (V22I21 − V21I22)
∫
S2t

(
(e · e)− (e · n̂)2) dS. (A.24)

From the normalization (A.21) we see that the integral over the first term evaluates
to one. We also know that e is tangential to the surface normal n̂ which makes the
integral over the second term vanish. Hence, the integral evaluates to one and the
reaction simplifies to

〈2, 1〉 = V22I21 − V21I22. (A.25)

Combining the definition of the reaction in (A.13) and the derived relation (A.25)
gives the useful relation

V22I21 − V21I22 =
∮
S2

(E2 ×H1 −E1 ×H2) · n̂ dS. (A.26)

This is a mixed form of the reaction theorem with circuit quantities on the left
hand side and fields quantities on the right hand side.

This relation can be simplified by setting restrictions on the terminal currents.
A commonly used restriction is to consider the case that the terminal at Antenna 2
is open circuit when Antenna 1 transmits, i.e. I21 = 0. With that assumption, the
reaction relation (A.26) becomes

V21I22 = −
∮
S2

(E2 ×H1 −E1 ×H2) · n̂dS. (A.27)

The above relation is a mixed reaction formulation that combines circuit quantities
(V21, I22) and field quantities (E1, H1, E2, H2).

A.2.2 The Generalized Reaction Theorem
The generalized reaction theorem, which connects two different environments, is de-
rived by considering the fields E2, H2 in their direct and scattered fields, according
to

E2 = Ed
2 + Es

2 , (A.28)
H2 = Hd

2 + Hs
2 , (A.29)
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S2

Antenna 1 Antenna 2
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d
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s
2

︸︷︷︸
Figure A.1: Separation of the field generated by Antenna 2 into direct and scattered
fields.

where the superscript (·)d , (·)s denote direct and scattered fields, respectively. Note
that multiple scattered fields are included in Es

2 ,H
s
2 , irrespective of the source of the

fields, as depicted in Fig. A.1 (compare to Fig. 3.11, that use a different separation).
Hence, the fields Ed

2 ,H
d
2 will be equal to the fields when antenna two radiates in

an environment without any scattering structure outside the surface S2. The fields
Ed

2 ,H
d
2 will be divergence free in the region outside S2, whereas the scattered fields

Es
2,H

s
2 will have sources both inside and outside S2.

Inserting (A.28)–(A.29) into (A.27) yields

V21I22 = −
∮
S2

(
(Ed

2 + Es
2)×H1 −E1 × (Hd

2 + Hs
2)
)
· n̂ dS

= −
∮
S2

(
Ed

2 ×H1 −E1 ×Hd
2
)
· n̂dS

−
∮
S2

(Es
2 ×H1 −E1 ×Hs

2) · n̂ dS. (A.30)

Now, we change the environment outside S2. We denote the fields in the new
environment E′2,H

′
2 with the direct E′d2 ,H

′d
2 and scattered components E′s2 ,H

′s
2 .

The change of environment will not effect the direct components E′d2 ,H
′d
2 of the

fields, but the scattered components E′s2 ,H
′s
2 will change. The reaction theorem in

the new environment can thus be written as,

V21I
′
22 = −

∮
S2

(
(E′d2 + E′s2 )×H1 −E1 × (H ′2 + H ′s2 )

)
· n̂dS

= −
∮
S2

(
Ed

2 ×H1 −E1 ×Hd
2
)
· n̂ dS

−
∮
S2

(E′s2 ×H1 −E1 ×H ′s2 ) · n̂dS. (A.31)
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where I ′22 is the Antenna 2 terminal current in the new environment. We see that
the changed environment affect the reaction in the second integral, whereas the
first integral is unchanged as compared to (A.30). The voltage V21 is not changed
since it is measured in the original environment when Antenna 1 transmits.

We can form the difference between the reaction in the two environments,

V21I22 − V21I
′
22 = (A.32)

= V21(I22 − I ′22) =

= −
∮
S2

(Es
2 ×H1 −E1 ×Hs

2) · n̂dS

+
∮
S2

(E′s2 ×H1 −E1 ×H ′s2 ) · n̂dS

= −
∮
S2

((Es
2 −E′s2 )×H1 −E1 × (Hs

2 −H ′s2 )) · n̂dS

The relation above describes the change I22−I ′22 in induced current on the antenna
terminal between the two environments. We can compensate the change by apply-
ing a different current to the terminal, so that the current difference I22 − I ′22 = 0.
Doing so, the left-hand side in (A.32) will be zero, and so must the right-hand side.
Even though the scattered fields in the integral may be different, the difference will
integrate to zero. Hence, the scattered fields will not affect the reaction and we can
use the second environment to calculate the reaction. Thus, the reaction theorem
can be written as

V21I
′
22 = −

∮
S2

(E′2 ×H1 −E1 ×H ′2) · n̂dS. (A.33)

where primed variables (·)′ are measured in the second environment.
This result implies that scattering from structure outside S2 does not effect

the reaction 〈2, 1〉, and is the key to Richmond’s reaction theorem with Antenna 2
transmitting in an alternative environment.

A.3 The Reaction for Special Source Distributions

This section derives the resulting reaction for special cases of source distribution.
We consider integrals of the type∮

S

(
E2 ×H1 −E1 ×H2

)
· n̂dS (A.34)

where E1,H1 and E2,H2 are produced by two sets of sources J1,M1 and J2,M2.
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We first consider a general case with two sets of sources J1,M1 and J2,M2 in
(A.34). We assume that the sources are localized, the set J1,M1 in a finite volume
V1, and the set J2,M2 in a finite volume V2, and that they can be enclosed by a
sphere SR, as in Fig. A.2. The region VR\(V1 ∪ V2) is source free.

SR

S1

S2

VR\(V1 ∪ V2)

V1

V2

J1 M1

J2 M2

Figure A.2: Two localized sets of sources (J1, M1) and (J2, M2) enclosed by a
sphere SR.

Silver-Müller’s radiation condition gives information about the asymptotic be-
havior of the electromagnetic fields far from the sources. Assume that the integra-
tion surface SR is a sphere with radius r and an outward pointing normal n̂. The
radiated fields decay as r−1 as r → ∞ and the cross products as r−2. Since the
area of integration goes as r2, the integral will not obviously converge.

A reasonable additional assumption we will make is that the medium far away
from the antennas is homogeneous and isotropic. With this assumption, the fields
H1,E1,H2,E2 will propagate outwards from the antennas and, asymptotically
(i.e. infinitely far away), form a locally plane wave. For a perfectly plane wave, the
electric and magnetic fields are related as

H = r̂×E/Z (A.35)

where Z =
√

ε
µ is the impedance of the medium and r̂ = r/r is a radial unit vector.

For large but finite distances from the source, the wave will not be perfectly
plane and we have to add extra term in the relation between H and E. To do
so, we consider the Silver-Müller3 radiation condition. In [49] the Silver-Müller
radiation condition is given as (with a normalized impedance Z = 1)

lim
r→∞

r (H × r̂−E) = 0, (A.36)

Another version of the Silver-Müller radiation condition when r → ∞, including
the first higher order term, is given in [26],

r̂×E − ZH = o(kr)−1, (A.37)
Z (r̂×H) + E = o(kr)−1, (A.38)

3Samuel Silver, Claus Müller
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in which it is understood that each field vector component goes as o(kr)−1, using
the little-o notation4. For a fixed frequency, the wave number k is constant and
we can replace o(kr)−1 with o(r)−1. In passing, we note that the limit r →∞ the
relation (A.37) goes to

lim
r→∞

r (r̂×E − ZH) = 0, (A.39)

and completes the Silver-Müller condition (A.36). More important for our case, we
can write the magnetic field H as r → ∞ as a plane wave including a correction
term as

H = r̂×E/Z + o(r−1). (A.40)

Using this relation, we can write the integrand from (A.34) as

E1 ×H2 −E2 ×H1 (A.41)
= E1 × (r̂×E2/Z + o(r−1))

−E2 × (r̂×E1/Z + o(r−1))

= 1
Z

(
E1 × (r̂×E2 + o(r−1))

−E2 × (r̂×E1 + o(r−1))
)

= 1
Z

(
(E1 ·E2)r̂− (E1 · r̂)E2 + E1o(r−1)

−(E2 ·E1)r̂ + (E2 · r̂)E1 −E2o(r−1)
)

= 1
Z

(
−(E1 · r̂)E2 + (E2 · r̂)E1 + (E1 −E2)o(r−1)

)
.

Far from the source, the dominant parts of the electric fields E1 and E2 will be
orthogonal to the direction of propagation r̂. The radial components E1 · r̂ and
E2 · r̂ will decay faster, so that E1 · r̂ = o(r−1) and E1 · r̂ = o(r−1). We know that
E1, E2 and (E1−E2) all decay as 1/r for large r. Hence, all terms in the integrand
will be o(r−2), and so will the whole integrand.

E1 ×H2 −E2 ×H1 = o(r−2) (A.42)

This relation tells us that the integral (A.34) over the large sphere SR with radius
r →∞ will be ∮

SR

(E1 ×H2 −E2 ×H1) · n̂dS = 0. (A.43)

4For non-zero g(r), the little-o notation f(r) = o
(

g(r)
)
implies that

lim
r→∞

f(r)
g(r)

= 0.

Additionally, the little-o notation is related to the Big-O notation. If a function f(r) = o(r) it
implies that f(r) = O(r) [53].
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A.3.1 Corollary: The Reaction with No Sources Enclosed by
the Integration Surface

Referring to Fig. A.2, we consider the source free region V0 = VR\(V1∪V2) enclosed
by the combined surface S0 = SR−(S1 +S2). Hence, the two sets of sources J1,M1
and J2,M2 in (A.34) are both outside the integration surface S0, as in Fig. A.3.

The unit vector n̂ is the outward pointing normal to S.

S0 = SR − (S1 + S2)
@
@R

V0 = V \(V1 ∪ V2)

n̂

J1 M1

J2 M2

Figure A.3: Two sets of sources (J1, M1) and (J2, M2) located outside the inte-
gration surface S.

By setting J = M = 0 in Lorentz reciprocity theorem (A.12), we immediately
get the result, ∮

S0

(
E2 ×H1 −E1 ×H2

)
· n̂ dS = 0, (A.44)

when the surface S0 does not enclose any sources.

A.3.2 Corollary: The Reaction with All Sources Enclosed by
the Integration Surface

We know from (A.43) that the surface integral over SR is zero. Combined with
(A.44), we can say that the integral over the source region (S1 +S2), that contains
both sets of sources J1,M1 and J2,M2, must be zero,∮

S1+S2

(E1 ×H2 −E2 ×H1) · n̂ dS = 0. (A.45)

The relation still holds if both sets of sources are enclosed with a connected surface
S1+2 = (S1 + S2), as long as S1+2 is localized and can be enclosed by a sphere S.
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